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CMB Spectra

Intensity

Planck’s all sky CMB
temperature map

scale ±500 µK
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Polarization from Scattering

Thomson scattering
+   temperature quadrupole
→ scattered light has net 
     linear polarization!
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CMB Polarization
E-Mode Polarization Pattern

B-Mode Polarization Pattern

Density Waves only generate E-mode patterns...

… but gravitational waves also B-modes
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CMB Polarization

E-mode

Inflationary B-mode
lensing B-mode

In standard ΛCDM only E-modes are 
present at last scattering

During propagation 
some of the E-modes 
are confused into B-
modes by lensing

Gravitational waves are unique source of B-modes
→ predicted by theory of Inflation
→ peaking at l≈100 : degree scales

ESA

Intensity
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Search for Inflationary B-modes

lensing

theory spectra

In simple inflationary 
gravitational wave models the

tensor-to-scalar ratio r

is the only parameter to the 
B-mode spectrum.

Up to now: just upper limits
from searches for Inflationary 
B-modes

Best limit on r from BICEP1:

r < 0.7 (95% CL)

At high multipoles lensing B-
mode dominant.

All upper lim
its

r=1.0
Polarbear
SPT x-corr

SPT x-corr: lower limits on lensing B-mode 
from cross correlation using the CIB

r=0.1

r=0.01



The Bicep2 Collaboration

 





Upper limit vs. Detection
   Bicep1  Bicep2

10x denser 
pixels
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Mass-produced Superconducting Detectors

Planar 
antenna 
array

Slot 
antennas

Transition edge sensor Microstrip filters

Focal 
plane

256 detector pairs
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The BICEP2 Telescope

Telescope as compact as 
possible while still having the 
angular resolution to observe 
degree-scale features.

On-axis, refractive optics 
allow the entire telescope to 
rotate around boresight for 
polarization modulation.

Liquid helium cools the 
optical elements to 4.2 K.

A 3-stage helium sorption 
refrigerator further cools the 
detectors to 0.27 K.

Lens

Nylon filter
Lens

Nb magnetic shield

Focal plane assembly
Passive thermal filter

Flexible heat straps

Refrigerator

Fridge mounting bracket

Camera plate
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BICEP1
  BICEP2
    BICEP3

South Pole Telescope

DASI
QUAD

Keck
Array

A popular place for CMB Experimentalists:
Power, LHe, LN2, 200 GB/day, 3 square meals, Open Mic Night... 

South Pole CMB telescopes

Our experimental strategy:
→ Small aperture telescope
→ Target the 2 degree peak of the inflationary B-mode
→ 24/7 access to the “Southern Hole”



pho“o: Kei“h Vanderlinde
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Observational Strategy

Target the “Southern Hole” - a 
region of the sky exceptionally 
free of dust and synchrotron 
foregrounds.

Detectors tuned to 150 GHz, near 
the peak of the CMB’s 2.7 K 
blackbody spectrum.

At 150 GHz the combined dust 
and synchrotron spectrum is 
predicted to be at a minimum in 
the Southern Hole.

Expected foreground 
contamination of the B-mode 
power: r ≤ ~0.01.

Example: 
FDS dust 
model
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BICEP2 on the Sky

Projection of the BICEP2 focal plane on the sky

The focal plane is 20 degrees across

Background is the CMB temperature map as 
measured with BICEP2
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BICEP2 3-year Data Set
Live Time

Instantaneous Sensitivity

Cumulative Map Depth

on source
after cuts

Final map depth:
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BICEP2 T and Stokes Q/U Maps
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    Total Polarization

Scale:

B-modes of r=0.1 contribute ~1/10 of the total 
polarization amplitude at l=100
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     B-mode Contribution

Scale:

B-modes of r=0.1 contribute ~1/10 of the total 
polarization amplitude at l=100
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B-mode Map vs. Simulation
Analysis calibrated by 500
lensed-ΛCDM+noise 
simulations.

The simulations repeat the full 
observation at the timestream 
level -- including all filtering 
operations.

Allows us to perform arbitrary 
filtering operations.

The resulting removal and 
mixing of modes is controlled
observing their impact on the 
distribution of simulated 
realizations.

From the simulations we 
derive the uncertainties on our 
measurements.

r=0
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BICEP2 B-mode Power Spectrum
B-mode power spectrum
temporal split jackknife
lensed-ΛCDM 
r=0.2

B-mode power spectrum estimated 
directly from Q&U maps, including map
based “purification” to avoid E→B 
mixing

Consistent with lensing expectation
at higher l.

At low l excesses over lensed-ΛCDM at 
high signal-to-noise.

For the hypothesis that the measured 
band powers come from lensed-ΛCDM 
we find:

PTE

significance
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Temperature and Polarization Spectra

power spectra
temporal split jackknife

lensed-ΛCDM 
r=0.2
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Bandpower Deviations

Bandpower deviations from mean of lensed-
ΛCDM+noise simulations and normalized by the std 
of those sims 

real data
lensed-ΛCDM + noise sims
± 1σ 
± 2σ 
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Check Systematics: Jackknifes

Splits by time

Live Time

A B

Checks for contamination on long (“Tag Split”) 
and short (“Scan Dir”) timescales.  Short 
timescales probe detector transfer functions.
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Check Systematics: Jackknifes

Splits the 4 boresight rotations

Splits by time

Splits by channel selection

Splits by possible external contamination

Splits to check intrinsic detector properties

Amplifies differential pointing in comparison to 
fully added data.  Important check of 
deprojection.  See later slides.

Checks for contamination on long (“Tag Split”) and 
short (“Scan Dir”) timescales.  Short timescales 
probe detector transfer functions.

Checks for contamination in channel subgroups, 
divided by focal plane location, tile location, and 
readout electronics grouping

Checks for contamination from ground-fixed signals, such as 
polarized sky or magnetic fields, or the moon

Checks for contamination from detectors with 
best/worst differential pointing.  “Tile/dk” divides the 
data by the orientation of the detector on the sky.  
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Check Systematics: Jackknifes

All 4 statistics defined from the jackknife tests result in uniform 
probability to exceed (PTE) distributions:

14 jackknife tests applied to 3 spectra, 4 statistics
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Simulation of Systematics

All systematic effects that we 
could imagine were investigated!
 

We find with high confidence that 
the apparent signal cannot be 
explained by instrumental 
systematics!



Two Very Different  Experiments

Different approaches to:    
    - beam matching
    - stray radiation
    - detection
    - amplification

Comparing BICEP1 and BICEP2
is a strong test of systematic errors

BICEP2
Antenna-Coupled Bolometers

A polarization-sensitive camera
    built on a micro circuit board!

Uses superconductivity to gather,
    filter, detect, and amplify
    millimeter-wave light

Bicep1
Technology

Bicep2
Technology
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Cross Spectra with BICEP1 and Keck

BICEP2 auto spectrum compatible with 
B2xB1c cross spectrum

~3σ evidence of excess power in the 
cross spectrum

Additionally form cross spectrum with 
2 years of data from Keck Array, the 
successor to BICEP2

Excess power is also evident in the
B2xKeck cross spectrum

Form cross spectrum between BICEP2 and 
BICEP1 combined (100 + 150 GHz):

Cross spectra: 
Powerful additional evidence against a 
systematic origin of the apparent signal
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Polarized Dust Foreground Projections
FDS Model

Dashed: Dust auto spectra
Solid: BICEP2xDust cross spectra

The BICEP2 region is chosen to 
have extremely low foreground 
emission.

Use various models of polarized 
dust emission to estimate 
foregrounds.

All dust auto spectra well below 
observed signal level.

Cross spectra consistent with zero.
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Cross Correlation with BICEP1

BICEP1: Feedhorns 
and NTD readout
150 and 100 GHz

BICEP2: Phased antenna
array and TES readout
150 GHz

Though less sensitive, BICEP1 
used different technology 
(systematics control) and 
multiple colors (foreground 
control) to the same sky.

Cross-correlations with both 
colors are consistent with the 
B2 auto spectrum

Cross with BICEP1100 shows 
~3σ detection of BB power
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Spectral Index of the B-mode Signal

Comparison of B2 auto with B2150 x B1100 
constrains signal frequency dependence, 
independent of foreground projections

If dust, expect little cross-correlation

If synchrotron, expect cross higher than 
auto

Likelihood ratio test: consistent 
with CMB spectrum, disfavor 
pure dust/sync at 2.2/2.3σ
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Spectral Index of the E-mode Signal

Comparison of B2 auto with B2150 x B1100 
constrains signal frequency dependence, 
independent of foreground projections

If dust, expect little cross-correlation

If synchrotron, expect cross higher than 
auto

Likelihood ratio test: consistent 
with CMB spectrum, disfavor 
pure dust/sync at 11/30σ
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Constraint on Tensor-to-scalar Ratio r
Substantial excess power in the region where the 
inflationary gravitational wave signal is expected to peak

Find the most likely value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r

Apply “direct likelihood” method, uses: 
→ lensed-ΛCDM + noise simulations 
→ weighted version of the 5 bandpowers
→ B-mode sims scaled to various levels of r (nT=0)

Uncertainties here include 
sample variance at r=0.2

 best fit

r = 0.2 with uncertainties dominated by 
sample variance

PTE of  fit to data: 0.9
→ model is perfectly acceptable fit to the data

r=0 ruled out at 7.0σ

Within this simplistic model we find:
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Constraint on r under Foreground Projections

Adjust likelihood curve by subtracting the 
dust projection auto and cross spectra from 
our bandpowers:

Probability that each of these models reflect reality 
hard to assess

DDM2 uses all publicly available information from 
Planck - modifies constraint to:
r=0 still ruled out at 5.9σ

Dust contribution is largest in the first bandpower. 
Deweighting this bin would lead to less deviation 
from our base result.
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Compatibility with Temperature Based Limits on r

SPT+WMAP+BAO+H0   

Planck+SPT+ACT+WMAPpol  

     (95% CL)

: r < 0.11

: r < 0.11

Using temperature data over a wide 
range of angular scales limits on r have 
been set:

However, r=0.2 just makes a small 
change to the temperature spectrum.

(In this plot r=0.2 simply added to Planck 
best fit model with no re-optimization of 
other parameters)
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Compatibility with Temperature Based Limits on r

This apparent tension can be relieved with 
various extensions to lensed-ΛCDM. 

Planck likelihood chains for lensed 
ΛCDM + tensors + running

Same chains, importance sampled with 
the BICEP2 r likelihood

Other possibilities within ΛCDM?...

Constraint on r with running allowed:

Example: running of the spectral index
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Conclusions

http://bicepkeck.org

BICEP2 and upper limits from other experiments:
Most sensitive polarization maps
ever made

Power spectra perfectly consistent with 
lensed-ΛCDM except:
5.2σ excess in the B-mode spectrum at 
low multipoles!

Extensive studies and jackknife test 
strongly argue against systematics as 
the origin

Foregrounds do not appear to be a 
large fraction of the signal:
→ foreground projections
→ lack of cross correlations
→ CMB-like spectral index
→ shape of the B-mode spectrum

Constraint on tensor-to-scalar ratio r in 
simple inflationary gravitational wave 
model:

With r=0 is ruled out at 7.0σ.

Polarbear
SPT x-corr


